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a b s t r a c t
This short paper is based on the ﬁrst named author’s ﬁnal scientiﬁc conversations with
Ludwik Finkelstein, it forms part of what was an on-going discussion whose aim was to
bring together our work and perhaps to contribute to the further development of systems
engineering. The paper argues for the creation of a new design discipline founded upon the
convergence of measurement science and computer science. The convergence of these disciplines proceeds from both an improved appreciation of the fundamental relationships
between the disciplines and from the technological developments that have brought measurement and computing ever closer together. The paper points to the underlying relationships between measurement science and computer science and suggests that these
relationships can form a principled basis for tackling the design challenges that technological convergence presents. The paper concludes by setting out an initial agenda for the new
discipline.
Ó 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Foundations
In earlier work [1–3] we have presented an account of
measurement science that is based on the treatment of
measurement as an information process and of instruments as information machines. This view is founded on
the concepts and principles of the sciences of information
and systems. Instruments receive a power or material ﬂow
from an object under measurement at the input, assign to
it a symbol and carry out operations on the symbol. Information is carried by the magnitude, or attributes of the
time variation, of a physical variable termed the signal.
The principles underlying the analysis of signals and of signal processes are based on information theory. Systems
engineering forms a basis for design and for the construction of instrument systems from component sub-systems.
This account directly suggests the relationship with
computer science, which is the study of a related class of
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information machines and is equally founded on the
concepts and principles of the sciences of information
and systems. Computational systems store, transform and
communicate information. These processes are realised,
generally in software, by algorithms that are executed, ideally efﬁciently, by the computational system. Systems
engineering forms a basis for design and for the construction of software systems from component sub-systems.
Despite the close relationships between the foundations
of the two disciplines they have largely developed independently and the potential for syntheses between the disciplines has been ignored. We argue below that the
commonalities between measurement science and computer science can form a basis for a new converged design
discipline.
2. Design heuristics
The design of complex systems requires strategies to
manage complexity so as to limit the number of potential
solutions that require working through and evaluation.
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The means for achieving this are design heuristics. These
heuristics provide a broad characterisation of the limitations of particular solution technologies, which permit a
designer to rapidly prune the design space. The problem
arises, of course, when, as the result of technological advances, the heuristics no longer hold true.
We believe that changes in computing and measurement technologies have fundamentally changed the game
(our early analysis was set out in [4]), invalidating existing
design heuristics and requiring a fundamentally new design approach. We set out initially our view of the gamechanging transformations in each area.
2.1. Changes in computing technologies
Computation as a commodity resource. The price of
computing has steadily reduced as both the cost of hardware – driven by Moore’s Law, multicore architectures,
competition and manufacturing efﬁciencies – and the cost
of software – driven by improved development practices
and tools – have decreased. Virtual machine technology
has provided a separation between computational capabilities and hardware. We have now moved to a tipping point
at which compute is a commodity resource, purchasable
or, in the case of the cloud, rentable, very cheaply in whatever quantity is required.
Cheap large-scale data storage. Data storage has followed
a similarly upward trend of increased capacity and reducing price. Vast amounts of storage can be made available
locally or remotely – from the cloud. Cheap SSD data storage means that a robust and stable storage medium is
available that can have a variable form-factor and a performance that is close to, and in some respects better than,
hard disk drive.
Universal network connectivity. The availability of networking through Ethernet, 802.11 wiﬁ, Bluetooth, 3G wireless and similar is ubiquitous and built into virtually all
computing devices. A standardised networking software
stack is available for all commonly used platforms and provides a simple interface to communication capabilities.
Framework of standards to support interoperation. Interoperation, meaning the ability for components of a, generally distributed, computing system to cooperate to provide
a complex composite service, has conventionally been difﬁcult to achieve. Increasingly however there are open standards for interfaces and data formats that allow systems to
interoperate with relative ease. Interoperation is now largely a design rather than a technical challenge.
Mature software architectures to support distributed computing. The design of robust and scalable distributed computing systems has largely been a dark art. There are now a
set of well understood software architectures, some built
into programming frameworks, that support the construction of distributed software systems and can be used as a
constructive basis for assuring the properties of the resultant systems.
2.2. Changes in measurement technologies
Novel sensor technologies. There is a wide range of novel
sensor technologies, deploying for example, chemical,

biological, optical and semiconductor components. Many
of these sensors are capable of being used in environments
where sensing has hitherto been difﬁcult.
Cheap, potentially disposable, sensors. Low cost electronics, optical components and new materials have also given
rise to a range of cheap sensors that can be deployed in a
redundant manner and where reliability is no longer an issue because the sensor can be disposed of.
On board communications capability. These cheap, potentially disposable, sensors can be equipped with a low-cost
integrated communications capability, connecting either
to a standard ‘commercial’ network or an ad hoc peerbased network, generally wirelessly.
Flexible display. Until relatively recently the display of
measurement data has been the most expensive part of
an instrument system. Specialised components were required both for output and for input to control the display.
Now cheap computer-based display with input by way of
standard devices such as the mouse or touch screen are
universally available. These permit a sophisticated visualisation of instrument data as well as offering alternative
display modalities.
2.3. Implications
None of these changes should, by itself, be very surprising to the experienced systems engineer but the cumulative effects of the changes are worthy of attention.
Existing design practice, notably in the area of instrumentation, is based on a set of invalid assumptions: that data
processing is expensive; that accuracy and data ﬁltering
is important because you can only store and process a limited amount of data within a limited window of time; that
communication requires a built-for-purpose network
infrastructure and specialised protocols; that the construction of distributed computing to analyse data is difﬁcult
and cannot be made sufﬁciently robust for measurement
and control applications; that sensors and displays are
costly so that careful strategies must be devised in order
to optimise their use. Removing these assumptions permits
us to design new classes of systems and also demands a
different kind of design discipline.
3. Vision
The new classes of system that we envisage are based
on ubiquitous sensing, measurement and computing. The
basic idea is that environments will be saturated with
cheap, disposable, sensors that can communicate with
each other and with a ubiquitous network infrastructure.
They will draw on a pervasive computing ’fabric’ that will
permit ’transparent’ ultra-large scale data storage and
effectively limitless compute power. Display on mobile devices and tablets will be at any point with rich interactivity
and the ability to drill down into data. All the physical elements of the environment will be trackable through tagging and geolocatable.
The paradigm examples for ubiquitous sensing, measurement and computing are in so-called ‘smart cities’
[5]. Data from across a large range of embedded sensors
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for instance in cars, roads, public transport, mobile devices
carried by pedestrians, street furniture and so on, can be
collected, fused and analysed to optimise routing trafﬁc
control and energy use. Packaging that can sense environmental conditions and inform the consumer of the state of
the food it protects but can also be tracked through the
logistics chain to reduce waste and improve sustainability.
These examples are not in fact particularly far-fetched.
4. Challenges
Ubiquitous sensing, measurement and computing systems present particular design challenges that lie at the
intersection of measurement and computer science. The
challenges arise in signiﬁcant part from the scale and
openness of the systems. These are ultra-large scale involving potentially many tens of thousands of sensors and hundreds of thousands of computing devices spread across
large distributed networks. The systems have no centralised control and heterogeneous sensors and computing
devices may join and leave. The computing fabric is unreliable and it cannot be assumed that nodes – either sensors
or computing devices – are trustworthy (for example a
vehicle may falsely report its position and speed). Many
of the sensors and mobile computing devices will use batteries or more radically will be power scavenging. Ensuring
that the systems will be ‘globally’ energy efﬁcient is
critical.
5. Agenda
These challenges and the realisation of the kinds of system described in the vision above require new design
strategies that bridge measurement science and computer
science.
Machine learning: It is now often cheaper to acquire and
store data than it is to make a real-time (or possibly even a
design-time) decision as to whether to keep the data or
not. This is particularly the case when this decision must
necessarily be taken locally but the data may have non-local relevance. Once having accumulated the data it is amenable to machine learning, which is the use of algorithms
that can learn properties of interest from observations
[6]. Machine learning techniques can both predict, having
learned properties from training data or discover unknown
properties from data. Recent developments in computer
science have introduced new classes of algorithms and
developed a basis for understanding the properties of these
algorithms. The real breakthrough since our early observations on this topic [7] has been the development of widely
available software that essentially packages machine
learning techniques, which have hitherto required substantial expertise, and makes them readily available to systems developers. It is clear that machine learning allows a
balance to be struck between measurement and post hoc
analysis and prediction. Making this balance requires a
new theoretical framework which brings together measurement and computer science.
Adaptive system design: In a large-scale system of the
kind we envisage the environment can change dynamically
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and we would want the system to adapt to these changes
while maintaining the overall system properties [8]. In
other words we would want the sensor system to detect
unanticipated changes in the environment and for the software system semi-autonomously to deploy new behaviours in response to these changes. The design of such
adaptive systems lies precisely at the meeting point of
measurement science, computer science and control
theory.
Model based measurement: Measuring systems can only
sense active, or directly observable, quantities, those that
characterise the ﬂow of energy and matter. Quantities,
which are passive, concerned with storage, transformation
or transmission of energy or matter, can only be observed
by a process of inferential measurement. Inferential or
model based measurement entails interrogating the system under observation by exciting it and estimating the
quantities under observation as parameters of a model of
the system. This problem of system identiﬁcation is a speciﬁcally measurement problem. The efﬁcient construction
of such models in a large distributed systems setting is
however a problem which computer science must address.
Analysis and estimation of errors: The theory of errors
and uncertainty in measurement remains a core and
distinctive problem of measurement science. There are
speciﬁc problems associated with the analysis and estimation of errors and uncertainty in digital systems and
processing. In open systems with heterogeneous and unreliable computing nodes and sensors this problem comes
clearly to the fore because the characteristics of the nodes
and sensors may not be known in advance of their deployment nor can it be assumed that the data can be trusted.
Thus the analysis of errors and uncertainty from measurement science is brought into conjunction with the problems of security and trust from computer science.
Semantic metadata: It is now possible to store very large
quantities of data from across multiple data sources, of
which many may be sensors, and to use this data in different ways and in different interpretive contexts. To ensure
that this can be done while preserving the integrity of
the information it is essential to associate with the data
appropriate semantic metadata that supports the accurate
interpretation of its meaning [9]. This has been the subject
of considerable work in computer science under the broad,
and somewhat misleading, heading of ‘semantic web technologies’. Measurement science directly addresses the
principles of assigning symbols to objects and events of
the real world in such a way as to describe them. Representing these assignments alongside information that
makes the provenance and characteristics of measurement
information explicit constitutes a further important challenge at the meeting point of computer science and measurement science.

6. Conclusion
The virtual, the domain of computer science, and the
physical, the domain of measurement science, are touching
in the new generation of large scale ‘cyber-physical
systems’. A new design discipline is required if the full
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potential of these systems is to be realised. There is a signiﬁcant agenda of demanding scientiﬁc problems whose
solution requires interdisciplinary collaboration.
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